
For more information and/or to book Barbara Biziou, please contact info@barbarabiziou.com

WHAT CLIENTS ARE SAYING

“Barbara did a space clearing at Sloomoo Institute, cleansing the energy
of COVID and inviting in a fresh, healthy, new energy of abundance and
joy. We literally sold out every weekend since and it has been truly
beautiful - our guests have been full of pure happiness!” 
- Karen Robinovitz, Co-Founder at Sloomoo Institute

“I think of our theatre as a home, and every new production as a
family. A ritual cleanse led by my friend Barbara Biziou is a great way
to bring people together, as well as clear the space to usher in a new
journey with added spiritual protection.”
- Daryl Roth, Tony Award-Winning Theatre Producer 

"Barbara blessed my Palisades home. She helped clear the space and
brought in positive energy. My home feels warm, inviting, and abundant.
I love to go home to such a peaceful space where I can retreat from the
world's chaos. I am a believer in Barbara's work and the clarity and
stability brought in by her rituals."
- Toni Ko

“The experience was truly energizing and transformative. The space
clearing process was a unique experience that helped to clear any stuck
energy and transform the energy of our office. Barbara’s approach was
professional, informative and effective.”
- Shawn Cooper, Wizard Studios
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BARBARA BIZIOU
Global Ritual Expert & Spiritual Alignment Coach

Everything has an energetic field. It has been proven through quantum physics. I’m sure you’ve had a moment
where you felt the heavy energy of a terrible argument or something sad that happened in a room you entered.
We all have.

Energetic space clearings dissolve unwanted and stagnant environmental “feeling” that accumulates, be it at
home or at work. If you - or your employees, colleagues, or team - are stuck, sluggish, anxious, discouraged or in a
place of low morale or transition, space clearings have the power to transform, promote harmony, wellness,
abundance, success, and even health.

We take showers, clean our physical spaces, do our laundry, but rarely do we take the time to clear out our
energetic field. Doing so allows us to recharge, renew, and rebuild. 

Barbara has done space clearings/blessings for individuals, real estate companies and businesses as varied as
Broadway Productions, television studios, department stores, fashion showrooms and many others. Barbara taps
into her extraordinary journey as a Global Ritual Expert and Spiritual Alignment Coach to revitalize your space,
empower your intentions and align with your highest goals and vision.

SPACE CLEARINGS

https://www.instagram.com/barbarabiziou/
https://www.barbarabiziou.com/
https://www.facebook.com/BarbaraBiziouProductions

